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ABSTRACT
While rating data is essential for all recommender systems
research, there are only a few public rating datasets avail-
able, most of them years old and limited to the movie do-
main. With this work, we aim to end the lack of rating data
by illustrating how vast amounts of ratings can be unam-
biguously collected from Twitter. We validate our approach
by mining ratings from four major online websites focusing
on movies, books, music and video clips. In a short mining
period of 2 weeks, close to 3 million ratings were collected.
Since some users turned up in more than one dataset, we
believe this work to be amongst the first to provide a true
cross-domain rating dataset.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.0 [Data]: General; H.1.2 [Information Systems]: Mod-
els and Principles—User/Machine Systems, Human Infor-
mation Processing
Keywords
Dataset, mining, Twitter, Goodreads, YouTube, Pandora,
IMDb
1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers are in constant need of data. They need data
for analysis reasons, the validation of algorithms or to drive
experiments. This is especially true in the field of recom-
mender systems, where rating data serves as input data
and is therefore a crucial component to calculate recommen-
dations. Despite their importance, rating datasets are not
abundantly available. Ratings are often considered private
user data and therefore most online platforms do not make
them publicly available. The lack of rating datasets has con-
tributed to the growing gap between academia and industry.
While academic researchers are working on algorithms and
often lack user data for testing, industry has data and users,
but needs the algorithms to improve their services.
To circumvent the lack of public ratings, most recom-
mender systems research employs one of the few datasets
that are available e.g., the MovieLens [1] or the Netflix
dataset [2, 3]. Both datasets are slowly becoming outdated
(i.e., originating from 2005 and 2007) and furthermore are
restricted to the movie item domain. The most recent movie
in the MovieLens 100K dataset, was released as far back as
1998. Nevertheless, this dataset is still widely used in recent
literature (e.g., [4, 5]).
We aim to end the lack of up-to-date rating data by illus-
trating how large amounts of ratings can be unambiguously
collected from current-day popular websites by mining the
Twitter platform for specific pre-formated tweets. In previ-
ous work [6], we presented a new movie rating dataset called
‘MovieTweetings’, based on a similar approach. With this
work, we generalize our method to other item domains as
books, music and video clips, and provide the tools to allow
researchers to collect and build cross-domain rating datasets
for themselves.
2. STRUCTURED DATA ON TWITTER
With over 300 billion tweets in total1, the data avail-
able through the Twitter platform is enormously abundant.
Twitter users (at the time of writing) post an average of
500 million tweets every day, thereby exchanging opinions,
ideas, links, jokes and many other types of information. In
this work, we mine rating datasets by filtering and extract-
ing relevant preference indicators contained in these tweets.
We avoid dataset ambiguity and the need for complex nat-
ural language processing by focusing on structured tweets
originating from the social share feature integrated on many
popular online platforms. We illustrate our method focus-
ing on four major online platforms with very divergent item
domains: IMDb2 (movies), Goodreads3 (books), Pandora4
(music), YouTube5 (video clips).
2.1 Movies - IMDb
The first online platform focuses on movies. IMDb (Inter-
net Movie Database) is one of the biggest and most popular
websites concerning movies. It offers a wide variety of movie
content information and lets users rate movies on a 10-star
scale. Although users have the option to make their ratings
public, few users actually do this, and so individual rating
information is usually not accessible. Users of the IMDb mo-
bile app for iOS, are however provided with the option to
tweet their rating. The app proposes a pre-formatted tweet
with the following structure.
I rated <Title> <Rating>/10 #IMDb
<Link to IMDb movie page>
1http://bit.ly/19YSAmo
2http://www.imdb.com
3http://www.goodreads.com
4http://www.pandora.com
5http://www.youtube.com
Querying the Twitter API6 for the term ‘I rated #IMDb’
will result in tweets containing movie ratings originating
from IMDb. From the tweet the following data fields can
be extracted:
• User (Twitter user identifier)
• Movie title
• Rating (10-star scale)
• IMDb URL of the movie
The URL contains the unique IMDb identifier for the
movie, which allows easy disambiguation of the movies and
furthermore enables extraction of additional metadata from
the movie’s IMDb page. In previous work [6], we discussed
how the Twitter API could be queried on a daily basis for
such tweets, which resulted in a publicly available movie
rating dataset called ‘MovieTweetings’. The dataset offers
the extracted ratings in a format similar to the MovieLens
dataset and also integrates movie genre data.
2.2 Books - Goodreads
The second online platform we extract ratings from (through
Twitter), is Goodreads. Goodreads is one of the largest web-
sites for books discussion and discovery. Readers can review
books and receive recommendations based on their personal
taste. This website also offers to tweet about the review or
rating a reader has provided. On Goodreads the following
tweet template structure is used.
<Rating> of 5 stars to <Title> by
<Author> <Link to review on Goodreads>
To obtain the tweets originating from the Goodreads web-
site, we query the Twitter API for ‘of 5 stars to’. From the
tweet the following information can be extracted:
• User (Twitter user identifier)
• Rating (5-star scale)
• Book title
• Book author
• Goodreads URL of the review
Since the URL refers to the review on the Goodreads web-
site posted by the same user the tweet originates from, addi-
tional metadata fields (e.g. Goodreads user id, book id) can
easily be extracted. Ratings provided by users on Goodreads
are publicly available, so if the Goodreads user id is known,
(although not implemented in this work) all of that user’s
ratings could additionally be extracted from the website to
expand the ratings dataset even further.
2.3 Music - Pandora
Music is the third item domain this work focuses on.
There are many online services for music, one of which is
the online radio service Pandora. Using Pandora, users can
easily stream music and receive song recommendations. The
website offers a similiar social share feature as we found
for IMDb and Goodreads. Users can tweet about the song
they are currently listening to, using the following predefined
tweet format.
6https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1
I’m listening to "<Title>" by <Artist> on
Pandora <Link to song on Pandora> #pandora
Very similar to the data available from tweets originating
from the Goodreads website, the data fields available in this
tweet format are:
• User (Twitter user identifier)
• Song title
• Song artist
• Pandora URL of the song
The difference here, is the lack of an explicit rating value.
Pandora users do not rate the music, they either listen to
it, or they do not. The tweets originating from the Pandora
platform should therefore be considered implicit feedback.
The query we use to get the Pandora tweets from the Twitter
API is ‘I am listening on #pandora’. The Pandora URL is
available, so again additional metadata (e.g., music genre)
can be extracted.
2.4 Video clips - YouTube
The fourth and final platform is YouTube. YouTube is
currently the biggest provider of short video clips on the In-
ternet and is widely famous and well-known all worldwide.
While YouTube used to have a 5-star rating scale, in 2009
it was replaced with a thumbs up/down system because it
more closely aligned with typically observed rating behav-
ior7. When users watch videos on YouTube they can rate
them by clicking a like or dislike button and tweet about it.
The pre-formatted tweet in this situation shows the follow-
ing structure.
I liked a @YouTube video [from @uploader]
<Link to YouTube video> <Title>
To restrict the Twitter API to results originating from
these kinds of YouTube related tweets, we employ the query
‘I liked a @YouTube video’. The data fields that can be
extracted from the resulting tweets are:
• User (Twitter user identifier)
• The @handle of the video owner (optional)
• YouTube URL of the video
While there is no star-rating involved in this scenario, the
feedback gathered is explicit feedback (i.e., the user explic-
itly expressed that she liked the video). The URL contains
the unique YouTube identifier for the video which can be
used to request additional content data (e.g., tags) from the
YouTube API.
2.5 Other platforms
Although in this work we focus on the previously discussed
platforms, other websites could be considered for rating ex-
traction as well. In table 1 we also list some other online
platforms (and suggested Twitter API search queries) we
found to be integrating a social share feature for posting
structured rating data to Twitter.
7http://youtube-global.blogspot.be/2009/09/
five-stars-dominate-ratings.html
Table 1: Platforms available for rating extraction
Platform Domain Twitter API query
IMDb movies I rated #IMDb
Goodreads books of 5 stars to
Pandora music I am listening on #Pandora
YouTube video clips I liked a @YouTube video
Amazon e-commerce I just bought via @amazon
Spotify music #nowplaying on spotify
Last.fm music I’m listening to via @lastfm
3. MINING EXPERIMENT
To validate our method of extracting rating datasets from
Twitter, we set up an experiment to automatically build
four rating datasets, one for each of the online platforms
discussed in the previous section.
3.1 Experimental setup
For each of the online platforms (i.e., IMDb, Goodreads,
Pandora and YouTube.) we queried the Twitter API at fixed
time intervals (between 5 and 30 minutes) to download all
tweets containing the aforementioned preference indicators.
The frequency of querying the Twitter API depended on the
typical number of tweets associated with the specific website.
YouTube tweets were much more numerous than tweets from
IMDb, so we had to query the Twitter API more frequently
(every 5 minutes) to capture all the relevant tweets, while
respecting the Twitter API limitations.
The data fields as discussed in the previous section were
extracted by means of a series of specific regular expressions
and stored line by line in dataset files. We mined ratings over
a period of 2 weeks (from December 19, 2013 to January 2,
2014) and processed all the captured tweets in 4 resulting
datasets. The (Python) scripts used for the downloading
and processing of the files, and the resulting datasets are
available on the Github platform8.
3.2 Results
Table 2 lists the basic characteristics for each of the 4 col-
lected datasets. While each dataset was mined on Twitter
for the exact same period of time, the number of extracted
ratings is significantly different. The most ratings were col-
lected from the YouTube platform, the fewest from Pandora
(about 2000 times less). For all of the datasets the sparsity,
calculated as equation 1, turned out to be very high. This
is to be expected since the collected datasets are unfiltered.
Often public datasets only integrate users with a minimum
number of ratings while our datasets contain every user with
at least one tweet containing a rating. The high sparsity val-
ues indicate high numbers of users and items with only little
rating information to link them, which can be a major prob-
lem for collaborative filtering recommender systems known
as the sparsity problem [7, 8].
sparsity = 1− # ratings
(# users)× (# items) (1)
On the other hand, filtering a dataset may cause the intro-
duction of a systematic bias which may prevent the ability
to generalize any obtained experimental results to real-life
scenarios[9]. Furthermore, the natural datasets that come
8https://github.com/sidooms/Twitter-ratings
Table 2: Dataset statistics (2 week mining period)
IMDb Goodreads Pandora YouTube
#ratings 9,297 43,960 1,468 2,867,182
#users 3,412 19,680 1,039 420,373
#items 2,689 27,403 425 1,112,292
avg rat./day 664 3,140 105 204,799
sparsity 0.99899 0.99992 0.99668 0.99999
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Figure 2: Venn diagrams indicating the numbers of
unique users for the IMDb, Goodreads and YouTube
datasets and their intersections.
from our approach allow the simulation of a real-life recom-
mender system, which often has to take into account many
users and items with very few ratings or feedback.
Fig. 1 again illustrates the extreme difference in numbers
of ratings collected from each platform during our mining
period. The figure shows the daily number of ratings which
varies day by day mostly depending on the day of the week
(more activity in weekends).
An emerging research topic in the recommender systems
area is cross-domain recommendation [10]. In cross-domain
recommendation scenarios the sparsity problem is usually
alleviated by integrating data from another domain e.g., rec-
ommending books based on previous movie ratings. One of
the main challenges the domain faces is the lack of cross-
domain rating datasets, which forces researchers to work
with artificially generated datasets. With our approach we
find ourselves in the unique position of linking rating data
originating from the same (Twitter) user across multiple
item domains (books, movies, music, etc.). We analyzed the
intersections of the 4 collected datasets, more specifically
the intersection of users (i.e., find Twitter user ids that have
ratings in more than one dataset).
Fig. 2 shows the result of the intersection analysis for
YouTube, Goodreads and IMDb (Pandora was omitted be-
cause of the low number of collected ratings). Many users
turned out to actually rate across more than one domain. In
total, 7 users were even found to rate across all three of the
datasets. Considering the short period of data collection (2
weeks), these results look very promising for the creation of
cross-domain rating datasets.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we generalized our method of mining rating
datasets from structured data on Twitter. We focused on
4 different online platforms each in another item domain:
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Figure 1: The daily number of collected ratings from Goodreads, IMDb, Pandora and YouTube. YouTube is
displayed separately because of the large difference in Y-axis scale.
IMDb (movies), Goodreads (books), Pandora (music) and
YouTube (video clips). We illustrated the application of
our approach for each of these platforms and validated our
method by mining ratings into 4 datasets over a period of 2
weeks. In total, almost 3 million ratings were collected, with
some users even appearing in multiple datasets, paving the
way towards cross-domain datasets. We hope this work ends
the lack of rating data in the recommender systems area
by assisting researchers in tapping into the vast amounts
of information that can be easily extracted through social
media.
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